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Introduction to this Abstract:  This abstract's 

purpose is three-fold— describe updates to a global 
lunar crater database developed; describe the latest 
science work from that database; and describe lessons 
from that database and input from the community, as 
applied to a global martian crater database. 

Introduction to Lunar Database:  Crater catalog-
ing of the lunar surface has been in progress for over 
400 years, and today's manually generated published 
catalogs number in the ~10,000s of impact craters [e.g., 
1-4] while some automated catalogs number roughly 
~100,000 craters [5-6].  Over the past eight years, I 
have worked to manually build a database that num-
bers nearly 2,000,000 impact craters, ≈1.2 million of 
them are D ≥ 1 km.  This work has been described in 
detail in [7-8].  The database is being finalized for pub-
lication and should be in the review process by the 
LPSC meeting.  Individuals are strongly encouraged to 
contact the author (stuart@boulder.swri.edu) if they 
are interested, for updates are expected. 

Introduction to Lunar Production Function 
Work:  Measuring the size-frequency distribution 
(SFD) of impact craters on geologic units and compar-
ing that to a model of the formation SFD (production 
function, "PF") is a primary tool used in planetary sci-
ence for numerous studies, including age modeling, 
resurfacing, and understanding sub-population compo-
nents of the emplaced craters.  For decades, two prima-
ry PFs have existed for lunar terrain, that generated 
originally by W.K. Hartmann [e.g., 9] and by G. 
Neukum and colleagues [e.g., 10].  Unfortunately, the-
se two models have significant dissimilarities in both 
model shape (piece-wise power-law versus polynomi-
al) and relative crater spatial densities between one 
diameter and another in the SFD.  The most significant 
differences are in the D ≈ 1–10 km range, a critical 
range used for crater analysis in lunar and other studies. 

The original work was completed on early space 
program data and updates have tended to be tweaks on 
the model rather than a wholesale new investigation.  
In an effort to reconcile the two models and take ad-
vantage of modern datasets, I have begun to use the 
new lunar crater database for a new examination of 
lunar SFDs to propose an updated model PF. 

Constructing a New Production Function— 
Constraints:  The goal of this work is somewhat nar-
rower than past efforts, focusing on primarily volcanic 
terrain (maria) to avoid effects of material strength 
scaling, and focusing on D = 0.5–50 km.  This diame-
ter range is the most common used in crater studies, 
smaller craters are contaminated by secondary craters: 
and larger craters have problems from small number 
statistics and defining a "clean" counting surface from 

which to build the model PF. 
Constructing a New Production Function— 

Methods:  I am supplementing the D ≥ 1 km lunar 
crater database with additional craters D ≳ 0.3 km in 
several lunar maria, including Mare Serenitatis, Mare 
Crisium, Mare Humorum, Mare Orientale, and maria 
in crater floors such as Grimaldi, Apollo, Lomonosov, 
and Tsiolkovskiy.  Mapping these maria for counting 
surfaces is conservative, where any complicating fea-
ture – small montes, wrinkle ridges, any possible sec-
ondary crater field – is removed. 

Due to the relative youth of lunar maria, few large 
craters are present.  Therefore, maria counts are sup-
plemented by crater counts on the rims of large basins:  
Imbrium, Serenitatis, Crisium, and Nectaris.  Basin 
rims represent a reasonably consistent counting surface 
such that a "clean" SFD can be extracted. 

This work is in the late stages of the above two 
paragraphs, so a final crater production function has 
not yet been constructed.  The final functional form of 
the SFD is still unknown – whether it will be better 
parameterized as a polynomial or set of power-laws, or 
something else – but such parameterization will always 
result in a loss of information.  That is one reason why 
this PF will include a metric for the uncertainty associ-
ated with any given diameter spatial density relative to 
another, something that has not been done by any other 
published PF: Robust error analysis. 

Introduction to Martian Crater Database:  Dur-
ing 2007–2012, I constructed a global Mars impact 
crater database that had the stated goal of being a com-
plete sample of all impact craters D ≥ 1 km, and it 
numbered ≈375,000 craters D ≥ 1 km [11,12].  Since 
then, the database has been used in over 100 peer-
reviewed papers, dozens of conference abstracts, and 
other venues such as grant applications and school 
projects.  However, it has faced some critiques.  In the 
remainder of this Abstract, I present some of those 
critiques, steps taken to mitigate them, and describe 
preliminary efforts on a "version 2" of the global Mars 
database that take into account lessons learned from 
the Moon and from the community critiques to-date; 
this includes the construction of global CTX mosaics. 

Initial Goal for Mars Database, v1:  The initial 
Mars database was constructed with the goal to study 
Martian "layered ejecta" (LE) impact craters and have 
a meaningful control set of impact craters (i.e., all oth-
er craters).  This large, comprehensive effort, at a 
magnitude that had not before been attempted, includ-
ed crater locations, diameters, ellipse properties, depth 
information, interior morphology, and ejecta morphol-
ogy and morphometry.  Because past work had focused 
on larger craters, this effort focused on smaller craters 
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with a goal to identify, measure, and classify craters as 
small as D = 1 km (arbitrarily chosen, but reasonable 
given that the base maps were 100 m/px such that the 
smallest crater would span 10 pixels).  Due to time 
constraints, however, only locations, diameters, and 
ellipse properties were measured for craters D ≥ 1 km, 
and the remaining features were only classified and 
measured for craters D ≥ 3 km (~75,000 craters). 

Some Criticisms of the Mars Database, v1:  The 
authors of the Mars database (S.J. Robbins, B.M. 
Hynek) have tried to make clear at every opportunity 
that the database is subject to revision, and if there 
were issues, to notify either of them so that corrections 
could be made.  In the past six years, only two individ-
uals have done so.  Unfortunately, keeping issues to 
oneself does not benefit anyone.  Meanwhile, the au-
thors themselves have recognized several issues, and 
recent discussions with colleagues have raised more.  
We briefly summarize several of them here: 

1. False Positives, False Negatives:  Some craters 
were missed, and some features which are not im-
pact craters were erroneously included.  The "Con-
fidence" column in the database that was meant to 
help with this issue is not useful because it was 
under-used during database construction. 

2. Some Position/Size/Ellipse Bugs:  Two bugs were 
found in our rim-fitting code.  First, we did not use 
Great Circle bearings [13], which only affects 
large polar craters, such as Prometheus (revised 
diameter is 20% smaller).  The bug was discov-
ered when analyzing lunar polar craters due to the 
lack of large polar martian craters.  The second 
bug is due to the ellipse-fitting code returning a 
solution that sometimes flipped major and minor 
axes; when corrected originally, the tilt angle 
should have also been rotated 90°, but it was not. 

3. Depths of Too Small Craters:  Some depths for 
craters as small as D = 3 km via MOLA topogra-
phy were included.  However, subsequent work 
[e.g., 14-15] has emphasized MOLA are unreliable 
for craters smaller than D ≲ 10 km.  Also, a new 
review article [16] demonstrated that depth can 
change significantly depending on exactly what 
data and method are used to measure it. 

4. Inconsistent and Incomplete Image Base:  The da-
tabase was built over five years using three itera-
tions of global THEMIS mosaics which each had 
different control networks, and they are different 
from the current THEMIS basemap which is also 
different from the ongoing, multi-year effort to 
construct a fully controlled THEMIS basemap [17]. 

5. Morphology (Crater, Ejecta):  Recent comparisons 
by N.G. Barlow [18] have demonstrated that there 
is inconsistency in the database relative to her ef-
forts in crater morphology; given the incomplete 
image base, sometimes poor images used in the 
THEMIS mosaic to construct the initial catalog, 
and subjective nature of classifying morphology, 

this is perhaps expected, but it nonetheless is an 
issue that should be investigated further. 

Goal for Mars Database, v2:  I have begun efforts 
to revise the Mars database as (a) an effort for the 
community and (b) part of two grants, one to study the 
LE craters and one to examine small craters on young 
terrain and large craters on basin rims (expanding the 
lunar production function work to Mars).  For this ef-
fort, I am working to improve upon and address all 
issues that have been raised. 

Issue 1 is being addressed as the revised catalog is 
being constructed, and Issue 2 has already been fixed.  
Issue 3 is being addressed by only using MOLA data 
for D ≥ 10 km craters, but that is being supplemented 
by CTX and HRSC DTMs where available for smaller 
craters, D ≥ 30 px in those datasets [14].  The next sec-
tion addresses Issues 4 and 5. 

New Mars Image Base:  I have constructed global, 
20 m/px CTX mosaics.  These were constructed from 
≈60% of the CTX catalog (avoiding duplications) for 
≈97.4% global coverage.  These mosaics were auto-
mated, using default pointing data, so they contain 
relative offsets up to ~100s m, and absolute offsets up 
to ~1 km.  However, I am in the early stages of a pilot 
study to construct targeted (~5% of Mars) mosaics that 
are fully controlled and rendered at 6 m/px.  These are 
being controlled to the new new THEMIS fully con-
trolled mosaic (100 m/px), where it is available, and 
MOLA elsewhere.  This image base is what is being 
used to address Issues 4 and 5, for it is consistent and 
much better resolution and quality than THEMIS. 
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